Raffle of a Trip to Nicaragua 2016
Rules
These regulations define and clarify the conditions governing RAFFLE OF A TRIP TO
NICARAGUA FOR 7 DAYS. Herein, these regulations shall be binding upon participants
and organizers. Every person deciding to participate in the raffle knows and accepts the
conditions and limitations set forth in these regulations. By participating, the contestant
agrees to be bound by these rules and the decisions of the Organizer, which shall be
final in all matters relating to the raffle. Any violation of these rules, or of procedures or
systems in place for conducting the promotion, will result in the immediate exclusion of
the participant from the raffle and/or revocation of the awards.

Article 1: Organizers: Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto is the only organizer of the
raffle. As such, it will be solely responsible for it. For the purposes of this regulation it
may referred to as "Organizer" or Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto
Article 2: Sponsors: For this raffle we rely on airline and hotel sponsors for flights and
each night s accommodation (prize). Each sponsor has its own internal policies, by which
the winner agrees to abide.
Article 3: Participants: All individuals over age 18 with valid identification may
participate. Entries from legal entities will not be accepted.
Article 4: Conditions and Execution
1) All those interested in participating should possess valid, current identification,
which will be sent to Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto via email by the person
chosen as the winner.
2) Fabretto employees in Nicaragua (AFPF), Spain (FF) and the United States (FCF); and
their spouses may not participate.
3) Any person wishing to participate must make a minimum donation of $10
(http://www.fabretto.org/raffle2017), and agrees to become part of the organizer s
database. For more information on how the organization handles personal
information, please consult the Privacy Policy.
4) Should the winner agree to tour a Fabretto Education Center, Fabretto will be
responsible for organizing these tours from start to finish.
Article 5: Deadlines: This raffle will be governed by the following deadlines:
The raffle will run for four weeks. It will start on April 3, 2017 and run until April 30, 2017
at 11:59 pm (GMT-6).

Article 6: Prize: The Organizer will draw 1 winner for a trip to Nicaragua for 2 people.
The prize consists of roundtrip airfare for 2 and 7-day stay in different hotels in
Nicaragua.





2 roundtrip tickets to Nicaragua departing from New York City (if winner resides
in North America) or Madrid (if winner resides in Europe)
2 nights at the Holiday Inn Express in Managua
2 nights at Tribal Hotel in Granada
2
Lodge in San Juan del Sur

*Airfare terms and conditions subject to change.
**The prize does not include food or transportation expense during stay in Nicaragua.
***The prize is not transferrable.
Article 7: Drawing: The drawing will be conducted through the digital platform
RandomPicker between all participants registered during the period of the raffle. The
Organizer will determine one winner. If the winner cannot be located, does not comply
with the regulations, declines the prize, or refuses to sign the acceptance document, the
prize will be forfeited. The winner announcement will be through a posting on
Facebook
wall:
https://www.facebook.com/Fabretto.org/
and
https://www.facebook.com/FFabretto.
The Organizer will make three attempts to locate the winner for a period of 72 hours, via
the email address provided by the participant in the registration form. If the winner is not
located during this time, or does not meet the regulatory requirements for the prize, the
Organizer will assume the prize has been forfeited. The organizer does not have an
obligation to investigate the reasons for which the winner is not able to be contacted by
the methods described above.
Article 8: Claiming the Prize: As is indicated in the above article, to accept the award,
notification within a period of 72
hours. The winner should send the Organizer a scanned copy of his/her identification to
fulfill the requirements for delivering the final prize.
Once the prize has been accepted, following the steps detailed above, the organizer will
reserve accommodation for the winner and his/her companion at the sponsor hotels,
and will send confirmation through email. Once the flight and hotel reservations have
been made, changes to reservations will not be possible. Should the winner cancel a trip
after the flights have been reserved, he/she will be responsible for any losses incurred
by the organizer as a result of said cancelation.
If the prize is not accepted, or is rejected for any reason, it will become the property of
the Organizer, who may use it as he/she sees fit. Once the dates to claim the prize have
passed, the winner loses the right to claim it. At this point the Organizer will not
recognize any prize, and therefore will not be obligated to recognize any claims.

The prize must be claimed ONLY by the person who has been declared the winner and
is non-transferable.
Article 9: Disqualification: If at any moment before, during or after the raffle, it is
discovered that the winner failed to comply with these regulations, the Organizer will
disqualify him/her and void the prize. If a failure to comply with regulations is discovered
after the prize has been delivered, the Organizer will demand its return through legal
means.
Article 10: Responsibility, Conditions and Restrictions:
aTerms and
indicates that the participation of those interested, as well as the execution of the raffle
and the prize, are subject to conditions and restrictions. These conditions and
restrictions are those described in these regulations.
b- Any issue with the raffle not discussed in the present rules will be resolved by the
Organizer in strict accordance with the laws of the Republic of Nicaragua.
c- If the Organizer for any reason cannot locate the winners of the final drawing,
Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto assumes no responsibility and the involved party will
forfeit any claim or compensation after the drawing.
d- The responsibility of Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto ends with the sending of the
confirmation of flight and accommodation reservations. At this moment, the Organizer is
responsible ONLY for the transportation and logistics of the tours of the Education
Centers, not including the cost of meals.
Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto shall be exempt from all responsibility for any
accident or circumstance incurred by the winner through the use of the award.
Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto is not responsible for the use that is given to them or
by judicial or administrative proceedings that were to establish related to quality,
warranty or durability of the prizes awarded. The guarantee of property received by the
winner under this promotion will be that which is offered by the respective sponsors.
The winner agrees that Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto will not be held responsible
for quality assurance, which if necessary must be addressed by the prize winner and the
establishment in question.
e- The winner relieves the Organizer of all responsibility for any injury to person or
property that may be incurred, by the winner or third parties, during the redemption of
the prize.
f- The winner will receive his/her prize, and no refunds or exchanges will be accepted. If
the winner does not accept the prize or its conditions, the prize will be considered
rejected and void with regard to the winner, who is not entitled to claim any whole or
partial compensation.

g- The winner must sign an acknowledgement of receipt of the prize, accepting the
limitations and conditions that the award represents and relieving the Organizer from all
liability.
h- The right of the prize itself is not transferable or negotiable and cannot be traded or
exchanged for cash. This prize is given only to the winner.
i- If it is shown that a person did not provide correct data or received the prize by
deception, the organizer may retract the prize at any time and reserves the right to take
legal action.
j- Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto reserves the right to remove or report any
photograph posted to its Facebook wall that it deems inappropriate, without requiring
verbal or written permission from any person, including the person who posted the
photograph.
Article 11: Applicability of Regulations: All of the present rules will apply equally to all
participants in the promotion.
Article 12: Suspension:
In the event of serious reasons of force majeure, acts of God or acts of third parties,
such as natural disasters, wars, strikes or riots, as well as situations that affect the raffle;
or in case of fraud or attempted fraud against the Organizer or those participating in the
promotion, Asociación Familia Padre Fabretto may modify all or part of this promotion,
and suspend it temporarily or permanently without assuming any responsibility in that
respect. In these cases, the reasons for measures taken, as well as evidence showing
the existence of the cause invoked by the Organizer, will be available to any interested
party.
Any questions or concerns about the scope and interpretation of these rules, please
contact us at info@fabretto.org.

